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Case reports are often viewed as a ‘spare part’[1] with evidence
based, randomised controlled research trials, audits and subject review
articles forming the majority and indeed, the main citation of peerreviewed healthcare and medical journals. Some journals actively
discourage the submission of case reports, often mentioning interesting
cases in the form of a limited word commentary or letter and even this
is viewed as affecting the impact factor of the journal [2]. Interestingly,
most healthcare professionals view case reports as having their own
role in medical science and education [3]. Case reports have a high
sensitivity for detecting novelty and remain one of the cornerstones of
medical progress by providing many new ideas in the mechanisms of
medicine. Junior healthcare staff often starts ‘publishing’ careers with
case reports and this is often a valuable aid to improve analysis of data
and medical writing skills.
This has been spectacularly demonstrated in HIV Medicine when a
series of cases of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia and Kaposi’s sarcoma
was reported in Los Angeles [4] and San Francisco [5] and subsequently
published in 1981. These reports amongst others eventually led to the
isolation of HIV in 1983, the detection of HIV antibodies in 1984
and subsequent HIV therapy and related outcomes. This led to a the
creation of a new discipline and sub-specialty of medicine which has
generated much ongoing research and development leading this to be
one of the most studied viruses of our times. One of the strengths of
dealing with cases in HIV is that how it links in with other medical
and non-medical areas which can often lead to challenging and
changing guidelines and protocols. HIV Medicine has links to many
other disciplines such as Reproductive Medicine [6], Obstetrics,
Paediatrics, Mental Health, General Medicine [7], Surgery, Virology
[8], Immunology, Histopathology [9], Dietetics, Dentistry, medicolegal aspects [10] etc and I have been fortunate enough to have been

an author of case reports in some of these sub-specialties. In summary,
case reports offer the opportunity to improve the practice of medicine
in the context of existing knowledge and can enhance the quality of a
medical journal.
I thus welcome this new Journal of Clinical Case Reports which
emphasises the importance of reporting new and interesting cases in
all disciplines. May this long flourish!
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